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Abstract 
The finite volume method with collocated grid is applied to investigate MHD flows with low magnetic Reynolds number and 
high Ha number. A consistent and conservative scheme with higher accuracy is employed to calculate the current density and the 
Lorentz force. A modified momentum interpolation (MMI) velocity-pressure coupled algorithm is developed for the solution of 
incompressible Navier–Stokes equations with the Lorentz force included. The implicit pressure-velocity coupling is implemented 
by treating the pressure gradient term implicitly with Gauss theorem in discretizing momentum equation and using MMI to 
derive continuity equations. Compared with original momentum interpolation (OMI), MMI method possesses advantages of 
converged results time-step independence for transient flow problems. Furthermore, a grid skew correction term is applied into 
MMI to reduce numerical error. Both the time and space are discretized in a second order accuracy. At last, the 3D simulation 
code is tested by CFD benchmark cases and the results shows good consistency. 
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Nomenclature 
u    velocity vector           Q    kinetic viscosity           B    applied magnetic field           p    kinetic pressure       U   density                        s    face area                        J    current density                       V    conductivity      I   electrical potential      n    normal unit vector        r     position vector                       :    control volume   
Subscripts                         n    normal face value         f    face value                               p    cell value        
Superscripts                      n    time instance               o    previous time instance                  interpolated value 
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1. Introduction 
Magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) flow at high Hartmann numbers has been a topic of great interest in the 
development of a fusion reactor blanket [1]. There is a critical demand in the fusion community for effective MHD 
codes that could be used for design and analysis to address multiple physical problems. Some theoretical analysis 
about 2D MHD flows in a rectangular channel [2, 3] revealed the Hartmann layers on all walls normal to field scale 
with Ha-1 and the side layers on all walls parallel to the magnetic field scale with Ha-1/2. Here the Hartmann number 
Ha is dimensionless magnetic field strength. At a high Hartmann number, the Hartmann layer is extremely thin. This 
brings great difficulty in 3D MHD simulation [4]. 
Within Hartmann layer, the extreme small non uniform grids are needed for accuracy and efficiency of numerical 
calculation [4]. The key of accurate calculation of MHD flow lies in the charge conservative. Ni et al. [5] proposed a 
consistent and conservative scheme to calculate current fluxes. The conservative current density fluxes are then used 
to directly calculate the Lorentz force based on the divergence form. On the other side, small grid needs small time 
step to guarantee stability of calculation. Previous researches [6,7]point out that it is necessary to obtain a converged 
results independent of the size of the time step in simulating unsteady flows, especially for the small time step. 
Hence, both the extreme small grids and small time steps are demanded in high accurate calculation of MHD flow. 
The high computational efficiency becomes a challenging issue. The velocity-pressure coupled approach was 
reported [8,9] to be more efficient for solving the discretized Navier-Stokes equations. 
In present work, a modified momentum interpolation (MMI) velocity-pressure coupled algorithm with collocated 
grid is developed to solve MHD flow with low magnetic Reynolds numbers and high Ha. A consistent, conservative 
scheme is employed to solve the current density and Lorentz force. To treat implicit velocity-pressure coupling, the 
pressure gradient term is implicitly discretized with Gauss theorem in momentum equation. The MMI is applied to 
discretize the continuity equations. The accurate and efficient algorithm is applied to investigate the thin Hartmann 
layer which demands extremely small non uniform grids and small time steps. The approach can ensure charge 
conservation and converged results time-step independence. 
2. Numerical method 
2.1. Governing equations 
The flow of electrically conducting fluid under the influence of an external magnetic field is governed by the 
following momentum equation, continuity equation and electrical potential equation [10]: 
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2.2. Numerical procedure 
A consistent and conservative scheme is used to compute electrical potential and current flux [5]. That means the 
same numerical schemes are used to discretize current on faces of control volumes. It can ensure current divergence 
to be zero and make charge conservation. In simulating MHD flow with high Ha number, it is very important to 
reformulate the Lorentz force to be divergence form [5] so that the momentum conservation is ensured.
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Momentum equation (1) is discretized in semi-discrete scheme as equation (5). 
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In above equation, the transient term is discretized with second order backward scheme [11]. F is the Lorentz 
force calculated from Eq. (4). Velocity fluxes at cell faces can be obtained by the original momentum interpolation 
(OMI). Based on the OMI, the modified momentum interpolation (MMI) is developed by adding previous velocity 
instance [12]. Its significant advantage is that converged results are time-step independent for transient flow 
problems. Velocity fluxes at cell faces can be computed as follow  
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All the coefficients are related with time step, grid and physics property. Face values of external Lorentz force are 
simply got by liner interpolation, so the last term of  Eq.(6) vanishes. 
Furthermore, a grid skew correction term is considered into MMI in order to reduce numerical error induced by 
skew grid. Here 4  represents physics variable, and a modified term is added so as to reduce the error and the 
modified interpolating formula is derived. 
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Applying the above grid skew correction equation (7) into the Eq.(6) and taking account of converged results 
time-step independent, the final MMI compact form is obtained. 
Moving the pressure term in Eq.(5) to left hand side and discretizing implicitly with Gauss theorem, the 
discretizing form is rewritten as below equation. 
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In this process, the face value is got from Eq.(7). The face values of the dependent variable in the convection term 
are calculated using the Gamma scheme [13] on unstructured grid or QUICK scheme [11] on structured grid. A 
center difference with explicit non-orthogonal correction is adopted for diffusion term. The continuity equation is 
discretized with Gauss theorem below. 
Substituting Eq.(6) into Eq.(2), the continuity equation with modified momentum interpolation and skew grid 
correction is obtained. 
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On the left side of above equation, the first term is implicitly discretized with Eq.(7) and the second term is 
treated similar with diffusion term in momentum equation. All terms on right hand side are treated explicitly. 
Combining the discretized momentum and continuity equations (8) and (9), and a system of linear equations is 
obtained for each control volume. In our work, the generalized minimal residual method (GMRES) [13] is employed 
to solve the whole linear system simultaneously. 
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3. Results and discussions 
3.1. Time step size independence and grid skew correction 
A lid-driven cavity flow case with Re=100 is chosen to evaluate the time step size independence of the coupled 
algorithm developed in present work. Five different time step are adopted in the calculation of the cavity flow case. 
The velocities at the point (0.325, 0.325) are chosen to investigate the time step independency. The results are 
shown in the table below. 
Table 1. Time-step size independent test. 
t'  0.001 0.01 0.1 1 10 
Ux  -0.122554 -0.122556 -0.122556 -0.122556 -0.122556 
Uy  0.0791857 0.0791857 0.0791857 0.0791857 0.0791857 
 
The results show that the velocities under 5 time steps are extremely close, which prove that this algorithm 
possesses higher the time step size independency. 
A 2D laminar rectangular flow is used to test skew correction. A sudden skew grid is set for this purpose. The 
velocities with and without grid skew corrections are drawn in Fig.1. It is evident that the grid skew correction 
added to MMI is able to reduce induced error by skew grid. 
 
 
Fig. 1. Skew grid test.   (a) skew grid      (b) velocity test results 
3.2. MHD test 
A fluid domain with range 0.046*0.054*0.2m and a solid domain with 0.002m thickness of conductive wall are 
set for analyzing MHD flow. Shercliff’s case with Ha=1800 and Hunt’s case with Ha=2150 are simulated and 
compared with the analytical solutions [2,3]along Y(magnetic field direction)and X axis shown below. In Fig.2. the 
line represents analytical solution. The symbol represents numerical solution where circle is for X axis and square is 
for Y axis. 
 
         
Fig. 2. Velocity along axes .   (a) Shercliff’s case     (b) Hunt’s case 
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The results above prove that the modified momentum interpolation velocity-pressure coupled based consistent, 
conservative method can simulate accurately and effectively the MHD flow under strong magnitude field. 
4. Conclusions 
A MMI velocity-pressure coupled based consistent, conservative method has been developed for incompressible 
Navier–Stokes equations with the Lorentz force included. This method focuses on solving the difficulty coming 
from very thin Hartmann layer with high Ha, which will induce small non uniform grid and small time step. The 
consistent, conservative scheme ensures the charge conservation for small non-uniform grids and the MMI ensures 
the convergent results time step independence on a small time step. At last, the numerical method and code are 
validated and verified. It also illustrates obviously that the efficient method can be used to study MHD flow under 
strong magnetic field accurately.  
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